PRODUCT DATA SHEET
CERTIFICATIONS

STRENGTHNER
WHAT IS LEAF•COAT™?
Leaf•Coat™ is a ready-to-use product
that strengthens and protects plants
against unwanted insects and
damaging leaf fungi. Made from
natural latex that was originally
developed to prevent evaporation, it
creates a permeable, self-degradable
barrier on the leaf, which still allows
air and light to get through.
Why Leaf•Coat™ offers better
protection in all conditions
If the atmosphere gets too hot and
humid (over 28ºC), Leaf•Coat™ helps
prevent the plant from losing too much
water through evaporation. At the
same time, the natural latex layer it
forms around the leaves, helps the

*Also available with spray

plant breath and stops it from
‘sweating’. Then when the temperature
drops, such as in winter months,
Leaf•Coat™ safeguards against the
cold by helping maintain the leaf
temperature.
As an environmentally friendly
alternative to pesticides, Leaf•Coat™
couldn’t be more suitable or safer to
use. Reducing the need to use
pesticides also saves money. And
unlike synthetic and toxic products it
has a pleasant smell, and doesn’t
irritate. Because Leaf•Coat™ doesn’t
get absorbed by the leaves, it doesn’t
affect the taste of the fruit either.

BOTTLES

250ML, 500ML, 1L, 5L, 10L, 20L
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HOW TO USE IT

CAUTIONS AND WARNINGS

There’s no need to mix Leaf•Coat™ with water – simply apply
straight from the bottle, preferably from an atomiser. Spray
the leaves and flowers completely, and repeat this about two
times a week until a fortnight before the end of the flowering
period. Within a few hours of application, a very thin elastic
layer – 1.5 microns thick – forms on the leaves. Its beneficial
effects last for up to two weeks until it is naturally decomposed
by light or sunlight.

Keep out of the reach of children.
Do not swallow.
Use following the instructions.
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VOLUME

KG

BAR CODE

TYPE

(Ud) BOX

(KG) BOX

(Ud) PALLET

(KG) PALLET

500 ml
Spray

8718403231489

Liquid

25 u

15,2 Kg

1125 u

684 Kg

500ml

8718403232608

Liquid

25 u

13,6Kg

1125 u

614,25Kg

1L

8718403231465

Liquid

16 u

17,10 Kg

720 u

769,68 Kg

5L

8718403231502

Liquid

1u

5,11 Kg

120 u

613,2Kg

10L

8718403231519

Liquid

1u

10,06 Kg

75 u

754,5 Kg

Liquid

1u

20,13 Kg

48 u

966,24 Kg

20L
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